
Enhancing visibility through e�ective 
KPI monitoring

Lack of employee-wide visibility into order fulfillment inefficiency 

Inefficient order picking and packing processes

Ineffective documentation and verification checks
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Improved inventory and ful�llment 
accuracy through enhanced visibility 
and process optimization
A leading supermarket company aimed to maximize picking throughput in warehouses by enhancing 
employee-wide visibility and obtaining actionable insights on related KPIs. Incorrectly picked orders 
were increasing costs and negatively impacting customer satisfaction. After assessing the company’s 
needs, Algo began to eliminate inefficiencies and establish a smooth, end-to-end flow of inventory 
from receiving to fulfillment. Along the way, Algo provided analytical support, including meaningful 
insights into inventory and order fulfillment challenges and their potential solutions.

Challenges to Solve:

Algo enhanced warehouse visibility and 
improved efficiency by effectively monitoring 
data health and tracking related KPIs. Algo built 
its working model on several core KPIs: Order 
Picking Accuracy, Order Lead Time, Order Lines 
Picked per Hour, Pick-to-Ship Cycle Time, Cost 
of Picking per Order Line and Rate of Customer 
Return. These indicators enabled Algo to 
generate valuable insights into the company’s 
inventory management system and its possible 
areas for improvement. Close evaluation of 
employee performance at each warehouse 
improved the transparency of fulfillment 
operations and made it easier to identify any 
throughput-related concerns.
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Improving inventory accuracy
Algo detected a large number of inaccurate orders making their way through to shipping, which 
signaled possible problems in the order picking and packing processes. Roughly 20% of these 
inaccurate orders went undetected during the final documentation and verification checks before 
being dispatched. A high Pick-to-Ship Cycle Time revealed time inconsistencies and employee 
inefficiencies in picking items and shipping orders.
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Looking to the future

Results and Business Outcomes

Working hand in hand, Algo helped its client significantly improve supply chain visibility by 
centralizing data and increase inventory accuracy using their proprietary anomaly detection solution.

Through partnership with Algo, the company regained control over its supply chain by using 
improved visibility to make smarter business decisions. As this partnership matures, more value-add 
discoveries will continue to support years of sustained growth.

Maximizing ful�llment through labor 
optimization
Next, Algo evaluated order fulfillment 
performance across employees and make 
recommendations around labor turnover. This 
involved reallocating better-performing 
employees in longer picking shifts. Algo also 
proposed employee training programs for 
underperforming employees.

Algo identified warehouses with higher Rates 
of Customer Returns and incorrect dispatch 
orders, and took steps to ensure that 
customers receive accurate orders.

By providing detailed insights into warehouse fulfillment processes, Algo helped their client 
optimize the rate of picking and packing based on overall employee performance, resulting in a 20% 
increase in Order Picking Accuracy over a span of 6 weeks, a 12% decrease in Order Lead Time, and 
a 25% decline in the Rate of Customer Returns.


